30	Chap, i—form and construction
It has been held that a contract by an infant for
necessaries and for his benefit is binding on him, and
cannot be repudiated by him on the ground that it is in
part executory (x), but where the necessaries take the
shape of goods sold, it would appear that the question is
governed by section 2 of the Sale of Goods Act, 1893 (y),
and an infant cannot be made liable to pay for goods,
unless they have actually been delivered, and in con-
sequence he cannot be made liable for refusing to accept
goods, or for the price of goods bargained and sold but
not delivered.   If this distinction is correct, then an
executory contract for the hire-purchase of necessaries to
an infant, under a Helby v. Matthews (z) agreement, would
be enforceable against the infant, whereas an executory
Lee v. Butler (a) agreement would not.   The validity of a
credit-sale agreement to which an infant is a party, will be
determined in exactly the same way as any other agree-
ment for the sale of goods.
Torts of Infants.—An infant is liable for a tort com-
mitted by him so long as it is not founded upon a contract
upon which he cannot be sued. Thus, an infant who hired
a mare for riding and injured her by over-riding was held
not liable, although the action was framed in tort for
damages for negligence (6), whereas an infant who hired a
horse for riding only, and was expressly forbidden to jump
it, was held liable in tort for the damages resulting (c).
The wrongful act was held to be a bare trespass not
within the object and purpose of the hiring.
An infant is accordingly liable in trover for wrongfully
selling or disposing of hired goods, although he cannot be
sued on the contract, if not for necessaries (d). As was
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